We performed a near-infrared (NIR, ∼1.0µm-2.4µm) stellar population study in a sample of early type galaxies. The synthesis was performed using five different evolutionary population synthesis libraries of models. Our main results can be summarized as follows: low spectral resolution libraries are not able to produce reliable results when applied to the NIR alone, with each library finding a different dominant population. The two newest higher resolution models, on the other hand, perform considerably better, finding consistent results to each other and to literature values. We also found that optical results are consistent with each other even for lower resolution models. We also compared optical and NIR results, and found out that lower resolution models tend to disagree in the optical and in the NIR, with higher fraction of young populations in the NIR and dust extinction ∼1 magnitude higher than optical values. For higher resolution models, optical and NIR results tend do aggree much better, suggesting that a higher spectral resolution is fundamental to improve the quality of the results.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the processes involved in galaxy evolution is one of the main topics of modern astrophysics. These processes are mainly driven by the star formation history (SFH) of the galaxies. One of the main methods to access the unresolved stellar content of galaxies is by comparing their observed spectra with combinations of simple stellar population (SSPs) libraries. These libraries can be empirical (in this case being limited by the properties of nearby stellar clusters) or can be constructed by using knowledge about stellar evolution, a technique called evolutionary population synthesis (EPS, e.g. Bruzual & Charlot 2003; Maraston 2005; Conroy et al. 2009; Meneses-Goytia et al. 2015; Röck et al. E-mail: dahmer.hahn@ufrgs.br 2016, herefater BC03, M05, C09, MG15 and MIUSCAT, respectively).
The SSPs are usually constructed using one of the two alternatives: isochrone synthesis or "fuel consumption based" algorithms. With the first approach, SSPs are calculated by integrating the stellar contributions to the flux in the various pass-bands of all mass-bins along one isochrone, after assuming an Initial Mass Function (IMF, e.g. BC03). In the second approach, after leaving the main sequence, the duration of each subsequent phase in stellar evolution is calculated by using the fuel consumption theory (e.g. M05).
The big problem is that both approaches result in very different luminosities for short evolutionary stages, especially the crucial TP-AGB phase, whose underlying physics is still poorly known (M05, Marigo et al. 2008; Conroy & Gunn 2010; Conroy 2013; Kriek et al. 2010; Zibetti et al. 2013; Noël et al. 2013; Riffel et al. 2015 ). This happens be-cause some processes of stellar evolution (mass-loss, changing opacities, dredge-up events, etc.) are not well understood, and receive a different treatment in each model flavour (e.g. BC03, M05, C09, MG15 and MIUSCAT). Models based on the fuel consumption theory tend to overpredict TP-AGB features while those based on isochrone synthesis generally underestimate them (Zibetti et al. 2013 , and references therein), although a few models based on isochrone synthesis also contain large amounts of these stars (e.g. Marigo et al. 2008) . Currently, there is no consensus regarding what TP-AGB contribution best reproduces the observed spectra of galaxies. Many stellar absorption features predicted by TP-AGB heavy models have been found, like the 1.1 µm CN band (Riffel et al. 2007) , the 1.4 µm CN band (Martins et al. 2013 ) and the ZrO features at 0.8-1.0 µm (Martins et al. 2013 ). On the other hand, Zibetti et al. (2013) did not detect the TP-AGB spectral features predicted by M05 in their spectra of post-starburst galaxies at z∼0.2. Riffel et al. (2015) found that models based on empirical libraries that predict relatively strong near infrared (NIR) features provide a more accurate description of the data. However, none of the models tested by them successfully reproduces all of the features observed in the spectra. Also, Riffel et al. (2015) claimed that stars in other evolutionary phases like RGB may be crucial to describe the absorption features detected in galaxies and that empirical spectra of these kind of stars should be included in the EPS models. The libraries of SSPs are then used by a computing code (e.g. starlight, Cid Fernandes et al. 2005) to determine parameters such as ages, element abundances, stellar masses and stellar mass functions by searching for the combination of SSPs that best reproduces the observed spectrum.
A major issue when characterizing the stellar population of a galaxy is atributed to the dependence of results in the model set used when fitting the underlying stellar features (Chen et al. 2010 ). This happens because of all the uncertainties related to the construction of the SSPs. Summed to these effects, there is the well known age-metallicity degeneracy, which difficults to distinguish between an old stellar population and a reddened or more metallic younger one (Worthey 1994 ).
Here we aim to compare, for the first time in the literature, the stellar population predictions derived using NIR spectra of different sets of EPS models for the central region of 6 local early-type galaxies (ETGs) and one spiral galaxy. The former morphologycal type was chosen because it contains a relatively homogeneous old stellar population. We are aware, though, that current day interpretation is that these objects experienced moderately different star formation histories, with the present-day stellar populations slightly differing in metallicity and/or age (Rickes et al. 2009, and references therein) . This paper is structured as follows: The data and reduction process are presented in Section 2. The Stellar Population Synthesis method used in the analysis is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the main results from the synthesis using the different sets of SSPs. A discussion of these results is in Section 5. The final remarks are given in section 6.
DATA AND REDUCTION
From the 6 ETGs, 5 are from the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area Survey (CALIFA Sánchez et al. 2012; Walcher et al. 2014; Sánchez et al. 2016 ). These objects were selected for being the ETGs in the CALIFA data release 1 and accesible to the night sky during the observing run. Also, the CALIFA papers confirmed the presence of warm gas for these 5 galaxies. The final 7 targets were selected on the basis of surface brightness to offer a good compromise between S/N and exposure time. We also observed NGC 4636, a typical LINER, and NGC 5905, classified as SB(r)b, for comparison. The infrared data were obtained at the Astrophysical Research Consortium (ARC) telescope. The TripleSpec (Wilson et al. 2004 ) instrument was used to obtain cross-dispersed spectra in the range 0.95 − 2.46µm. We used the 1.1 slit, resulting in a spectral resolution of R∼2000. After each target, we observed an A0V, A1V or A2V star at a similar airmass for flux calibration and telluric correction. Both the science objects and the telluric stars were observed following the dithering pattern object-sky-object. Internal flat-field and arc lamp exposures were also acquired for pixel response and wavelength calibration, respectively. The reduction of the data was done using Triplespectool, a modified version of Spextool Cushing et al. 2004 ) using standard settings. These spectra are available for download at the MNRAS website. Table 1 shows the basic properties for the sample. Also, in order to compare NIR results with optical ones, for the five CALIFA objects, we extracted optical spectra using apertures of size similar to that of the NIR slit. For NGC 4636, which is not within the CALIFA targets, we used optical spectra from SDSS. Figure 1 shows Two Micron All Sky survey (2MASS) JHK imaging of the sample with the slit orientation. The individual description of the objects of the sample is presented in the Appendix A. Optical and NIR spectra are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , respectively.
STELLAR POPULATION SYNTHESIS
The stellar population synthesis technique consists basically of comparing the observed spectrum of a galaxy with a combination of SSPs with different ages and metallicities (this set of SSPs is known as a base of elements, Cid Fernandes et al. 2005) , searching for a combination of SSPs that suitably fits the observed spectrum.
For a proper fitting of a galaxy's stellar population, the library of models must cover the range of possible observed spectral properties (e.g. ages and metallicities). It is also fundamental to choose an adequate number of elements for such library in order to have non-degenerate solutions (Schmidt et al. 1991; Cid Fernandes et al. 2005; Dametto et al. 2014) . Chen et al. (2010) , presented a study in the optical region showing that different models may result in quite different SFHs for the same observed spectrum. Studying six different types of galaxies (star-forming galaxies, composite galaxies, Seyfert 2s, LINERs, E+A, and early-type galaxies) using 6 different EPS models, they found that the differences found are significant, but the dominant populations are unaltered. Also, they found that using the same models, the results depend on the selected ages. In the NIR, this scenario seems to be more dramatic, since the inclusion of the TP-AGB phase in the models is still very uncertain and is a matter of debate (M05, Marigo et al. 2008; Conroy & Gunn 2010; Conroy 2013; Kriek et al. 2010; Zibetti et al. 2013; Noël et al. 2013; Riffel et al. 2015) . To properly address this issue we decided to build eight different libraries of models using five different EPS models flavours, as follows:
i. Bruzual & Charlot (2003, BC03) ii. Maraston (2005, M05) iii. Conroy et al. (2009, C09) iv. Meneses-Goytia et al. (2015, MG15) v. Röck et al. (2016, MIUSCAT) Details of the EPS models, as well as the choosen ages, metallicities and evolutionary tracks of the SSPs used in the fitting are listed in Table 2 . Since MG15 and MIUSCAT have only SSPs with ages t≥1Gyr, in order to allow for a suitable comparison of the results from the different EPS models, we created 3 additional libraries of models by removing the SSPs with ages t<1 Gyr from BC03, M05 and C09 models. These libraries do not include SSPs younger than 1Gyr because of the lack of hot stars in the IRTF library (Cushing et al. 2005; Rayner et al. 2009 ), which was used to build the models.
It is worth mentioning that in the NIR, the spectral resolution of BC03, M05 and C09 is lower than that of the observed spectra. We then rebinned the data in order to match the spectral resolution of the models. Considering that MG15 and MIUSCAT have a spectral resolution similar to that of the observed spectra, this procedure was not necessary when these later libraries were employed.
Regarding TP-AGB teatment, BC03 uses lowresolution stellar templates from Höfner et al. (2000) , while M05 and C09 use higher resolution TP-AGB spectra from Figure 2. Red curves represent SDSS spectra, which are available for four galaxies of the sample. Rest-frame wavelengths of the main optical emission-lines are indicated. Lançon & Mouhcine (2002) , degrading them to match the rest of the spectra. MG15 and MIUSCAT use the IRTF library, which also contains TP-AGB stars (Riffel et al. 2015) . Since our objects may host a low-luminosity AGN (LLAGN), we followed Riffel et al. (2009, and references therein) . In addition, we added to the base set a power law with F ν ∝ ν −1.5 to represent the featureless continuum (FC) emission from the AGN. Moreover, in the NIR, 8 planck distributions with temperatures from 700 to 1400 K were also added, in steps of 100 K. They represent hot dust continuum heated by the AGN (see Riffel et al. 2009 ).
Fitting Procedures
In order to fit the stellar populations, we used the starlight code, which is described in Cid Fernandes et al. (2004 Fernandes et al. ( , 2005 . In summary, the code fits the observed spectrum with a combination of SSPs in different proportions. It also searches for the internal extinction that best describes the observed spectrum. To this aim, we used the Cardelli et al. (1989) reddening law. Basically, by using a χ 2 minimization approach, starlight fits an observed spectrum O λ with a combination of N SSPs solving the equation:
where M λ is a model spectrum, M λ 0 is the flux at the normalized point λ 0 , N is the number of SSPs used to compose the model, ì
x is the population vector so that x j indicates the contribution from the j-esim SSP normalized at λ 0 , b j,λ is the j-esim model spectrum, r λ is the reddening factor r λ = 10 −0.4(Aλ−Aλ 0 ) , which is parameterized by the dust extinction, Av. The stellar velocity dispersions and group velocities are modelled by a gaussian function G(v , σ ).
RESULTS
The upper pannels of figs. 4 to 10 show, for each galaxy of the sample, the observed (black) and modeled (red) spectra for each of the 8 libraries of models employed. Areas with high atmospheric absortion were shaded in the Figures. The bottom pannels show in blue the luminosity contributions (metallicities summed) for every age of the best model fitted by starlight.
Since small differences in the ages of the stellar populations are washed away by the noise present in real data, a more consistent and robust way to present the results is in the form of condensed population vectors (Cid Fernandes et al. 2004 , 2005 . With this in mind, we followed Riffel et al. (2009) and defined the light fraction population vectors as follows: xy (t 50Myr), xi (50Myr < t 2Gyr) and xo(t > 2Gyr) to represent the young, intermediate and old stellar population vectors, respectively. The same age bins were used for the mass fraction population vectors. Besides, we defined cold and hot dust emission vectors, BB c for T 1000K and BB h for T > 1000K. The results for these binned population vectors for each galaxy are presented in Table 3 .
We also followed Cid Fernandes et al. (2005) , who proposed two additional parameters to describe the SP mixture of a galaxy. These parameters are the mean stellar age (<t>) and mean metallicity (<Z>), which are defined by the following equations
where t j and Z j are the age and metallicity of the j-esim SSP. The x j percentage contribution can be weighted by light (L) and mass (M) fractions. These parameters, together with the Adev, are also listed in Table 3 (Adev is a value that measures the fit quality, according to the relation |O λ − M λ |/O λ ). For a better visualization of the trends on each library of models, we summed the percentage contribution of the 7 objects and presented them on Fig 11. Fits performed with the BC03 library of models display higher contribution from young populations, a mild contribution from old populations, no contribution of intermediate-age populations and a higher Av when compared with the other models. With M05, the sample shows a dominance of intermediate age populations, with significant ammounts of young and old populations. When using C09 library, starlight finds a dominance of old stellar populations, with mild contribution from young populations. When using low resolution models that do not include young populations, BC03io and C09io models result in a ∼97% contribution from old populations for all the objects, with the other 3% due to the FC+BB. When using M05io models, on the other hand, 3 objects (NGC 4636, NGC 5905 and NGC 6081) appear dominated by intermediate age populations, with old populations dominating the rest of the sample. With high spectral resolution libraries of models, a dominance of old populations was found, with higher contributions from FC and BB when compared with lower resolution ones. However, results obtained using MIUSCAT library display a trend to- ward intermediate-age SSPs whereas results obtained using MG15 library display a trend toward old SSPs. For NGC 6338 and UGC 08234, starlight found intermediate-age populations dominating the emission (70% and 54 % respectively) when using MIUSCAT library, while no contribution was found when using MG15. For NGC 5905, a contribution of 31% from an intermediate population was found when using MIUSCAT library, while no contribution was found for this age when using MG15. For a better visualization of these differences, we plotted the average contribution from young, intermediate and old populations plus the summed contributions of the FC and BB on Figure 11 The stellar synthesis using low spectral resolution libraries of models did not fit properly the 2.3µm CO bands on NGC 5966, NGC 6146, NGC 6338 and UGC 08234 regardless of the low resolution library of models used. The Nai and Cai lines in the K-band and the absorptions in the J and H band were not fitted with any low resolution library. A similar result was reported by Riffel et al. (2015) , who found that none of the models tested by them (BC03, M05 and Maraston & Strömbäck 2011) accurately repro- duces all of the stellar features observed in the spectra. In all cases, the fits improved when young populations were included. When using high resolution libraries, the absorption features in H and K bands were fitted with a much better agreement between models and observations. However, in the J band, because of the low signal-to-noise ratio, the fits are not as good. Note that this is not a big issue because this band is mostly used for fitting the continuum inclination.
DISCUSSION

NIR models with low spectral resolution
Our sample is composed mainly of ETGs (NGC 4636, NGC 5966, NGC 6081 NGC 6146, NGC 6338 and UGC 08234), which are mainly constituted of old populations (Rickes et al. 2009 , and references therein). Analysing Table 3, it is clear that for libraries of models with low spectral resolution (BC03, M05 and C09), the results are linked to the library used rather than to the galaxy properties themselves. This result is different from the optical result reported by Chen et al. (2010) . They found that changing the library would result in a change of the percentage contributing light fractions, even though the dominant populations are unaltered. They also compared high and low resolution libraries, and the dominant populations still remained unchanged. This is not the case for the NIR. We found from figs. 4 to 10 (see also Table 3 ) that for the NIR spectral range, the dominant population is highly dependent on the chosen models. According to our results, BC03 models give the highest contribution from young populations in the whole sample. The higher young SP contributions are also linked to a higher reddening value, as we can see from Table 3 . This result is in agreement with those found by Riffel et al. (2015) . However, they are in contrast with the ones reported by Capozzi et al. (e.g. 2016) , who found that the inclusion of TP-AGB stars tend to produce results with older ages. This difference might be connected to the fact that they used panchromatic Spectral Energy Distributions, while we used only NIR spectra to make the comparison.
Indeed, for models with low spectral resolution, the large variation in age when young populations are not included implies that the synthesis is unable to distinguish between an old population and a reddened younger one or a more metallic one, since in all cases, the younger populations are followed by a higher extinction or a higher metallicity. This result was first discussed by Worthey (1994) and seems to still hold in the NIR.
Regarding the metallicity, when young populations are present in the fitting process, both BC03 and M05 find values close to solar. C09, on the other hand, tends to find subsolar values of metallicity. When young ages are removed, the same results still hold. In green, the summed contributions from featureless continuums and black bodies.
NIR models with high spectral resolution
For EPS models with high spectral resolution (MG15 and MIUSCAT), the above scenario improved considerably. For three objects (NGC 4636, NGC 5966 and NGC 6081), besides the small (<10%) contribution from dust, only old SSPs were found using both libraries of models. For NGC 6146, both libraries predict a contribution of intermediate populations of ∼18%. For NGC 5905, the only spiral galaxy in our sample, a contribution of 31% from intermediateage stars was obtained with MIUSCAT, but this same percentage was not detected when using MG15. Lastly, for UGC 08234, the fit with MG15 SSPs appear dominated by old populations. However, when MIUSCAT models are employed, the fits become dominated by intermediate-age stellar populations. Note that it is not possible to fully test libraries with high spectral resolution, because MG15 and MIUSCAT are only composed of SSPs older than 1 Gyr. However, the results we obtained point toward an improvement when using libraries with high resolution. Also, the dust extinction values found with high spectral resolution libraries are much more consistent with literature results that showed that ETGs have very low amounts of dust.
Comparison with optical results
For the optical region, we also fit the data using the different libraries of models. Since MG15 models are only available in the NIR, we performed the synthesis using only BC03, M05, C09 and MIUSCAT libraries. Also, for a fair comparison between optical and NIR results, we performed the fits using the libraries without the young ages, i.e. BC03io, M05io and C09io. Figure 12 and Figure 13 present the optical synthesis results for the 6 galaxies with optical spectra. For each galaxy, we show the observed spectra in black and the model spectrum in red. On Figure 14 and Figure 15 , we show the light fraction for each age in blue. The binned light and mass contribution, along with the Av, <t> L , <Z> L and the Adev for each galaxy are shown in Table 4 .
In the optical synthesis, the different libraries of models produced results that are more similar among each other than those derived from the NIR. The only exception were the fits with M05 and M05io models, that also in the optical found a high fraction of intermediate populations.
For the other libraries, in the optical region, the synthesis found a dominant contribution of old populations to the light of NGC 4636, NGC 5966, NGC 6081, NGC 6146 and NGC 6338 and a dominance of intermediate-age populations for UGC 08234. Using M05, on the other hand, the synthesis found similar results for all the objects, with small ( 5%) contributions of young populations and higher fractions of intermediate age (25% xi 55%) and old (40% xi 75%) populations. It is worth mentioning that when using BC03 to fit the optical spectra, a larger contribution from young stellar populations is found compared to the other libraries. However, the dominant old population (or intermediate for UGC 08234) still remains the same found with the other libraries (see Table 4 ), while in the NIR spectral range, the dominant population contributing to the galaxy emission was different (see Table 3 ). Removing the SSPs with t<1Gyr from BC03 did not change the results.
For a proper comparison between optical and NIR results, we present in figs. 16 to 23 the values of xy, xi, xo, A V , < t > L and < Z > L found by starlight both for the optical and NIR ranges. The x axis displays the optical results and the y axis displays the NIR results found by starlight for the 8 different libraries of models used. For MG15 library, since it only has the NIR range of the spectra, we compared it to the optical results obtained with MIUSCAT. Over the 6 panels of each picture, we plotted a solid line, representing a perfect correlation between optical and NIR. Over the xy, xi and xo panels, we also plotted two dashed lines showing the 10% error margin and two dotted lines showing the 30% error margin. Over the A V panel, we plotted two dashed lines showing the 0.1 magnitude error margin and two dotted lines showing the 0.3 magnitude error margin. For the < t > L and < Z > L panels, since they are logarithmic scales, we did not display error margins.
From figs. 16 to 23, it is possible to see that libraries with low spectral resolution and with young populations usually disagrees in the optical and the NIR about the fractions of each stellar populations that contributes to the galaxy integrated light. It is clear that the fits using BC03, BC03io, C09 and C09io overestimate the amount of younger stellar populations in the NIR when compared to the fits in the optical. On the other hand, the fits with M05 and M05io are more self consistent when comparing optical and NIR results, where in both cases sizable amounts of intermediate age stars are found. All the tests with the lower spectral resolution models displayed a tendency to find extinctions ∼1 magnitude higher when fitting the NIR spectral range, compared to optical one. Regarding the metallicity, fits with C09 find lower metallicities in the NIR compared to the optical, whereas BC03 and M05 fits using NIR or optical data converge to nearly the same metallicities.
When SSPs with t≤1Gyr were removed from the libraries, the stellar populations found in the optical and NIR were much closer to each other. From the three libraries with low resolution and without young SSPs, M05io was the one that found the most consistent results between the two wavelength ranges, with all the points in the xi and xo panels inside the 30% error margin. However, since the amounts of intermediate-age SSPs found with this library are close to ∼50% and the sample is mainly composed of ETGs, these results suggest that both wavelength ranges tend equally to overestimate the amount of intermediate-age SSPs.
For BC03io, we found larger amounts of intermediate age stars in the optical than in the NIR, where only old SSPs contributed to the fits. For the tests with C09io, we found a dominant contribution from old SSPs in both spectral ranges. The only exception was UGC 08234, that a contribution of 85% of intermediate-age SSPs was required in the optical but only old SSPs where used in the NIR. When dealing with the reddening, these libraries also tend to overestimate the value of A V by ∼1 magnitude.
The high resolution models, on the other hand, perform considerably better, producing self consistent fits from NIR and optical fits. The reddening found with MG15 models is almost the same for the two wavelength ranges for the whole sample, while MIUSCAT fits required an A V 0.3mag larger for two objects. From the two last panels of figs. 22 and 23, it is possible to see that for both libraries, optical and NIR tend to find similar values of < t > L and MG15 tends to find lower values of < Z > L in the NIR when compared to the optical.
Unfortunately, there are no libraries of high resolution models that include SSPs younger than 1Gyr, meaning that the full scenario cannot be tested. However, our results suggest that high resolution models are essencial to correctly disentangle the stellar population of a galaxy in the NIR, allowing in addition reliable reddening values. Otherwise, it is not possible to fit the absorptions and too much weight is given to the featureless continuum. Baldwin et al. (2017) found that the impact of age variation in the near-infrared is largely dependent on the shape of the continuum. Our results show that the scenario is more complex, where the shape of the continuum is dependent on a combination of age and extinction, while the depth, shape and width of the absorption features are crucially shaped by the age of the population. For low resolution SSPs these features will be diluted. As a result, starlight will have more difficulties to differentiate among the individual SSPs. Therefore, we reinforce the need of adequate NIR stellar libraries for hotter stars, allowing thus the production of models with ages younger than 1 Gyr. This is specially important to properly fit the stellar content of active starforming galaxies.
Absorption Band Measurements
For comparison with future NIR SP studies, we computed the equivalent widths (W λ ) of the NIR absorption features measured with a python version of pacce code (Riffel & Borges Vale 2011) . The values of W λ are presented on Table 5. They were calculated based on the line limits and continuum bandpasses of Table 6 . Mild correlations were found between CO16a and MgI, CO16b and SII, CO16c and NaI, CO16d and NaI, FeI and CaI, and the CO22 bands. Since the sample is small, these correlations should be seen with caution.
FINAL REMARKS
In this work we compared the stellar population of a sample of 6 ETGs and one spiral galaxy, both in the optical and NIR spectral ranges. We chose for the NIR 8 different bases of SSPs with different spectral resolutions and using different sets of isochrones to separately discuss their effects on the synthesis results. For 4 of the ETGs, we performed spectral synthesis in the optical using SDSS spectra and compared the results with those of the NIR. The approach followed here is based on the starlight code, which considers the whole observed spectrum, both the continuum and absorption features.
The main results can be sumarized as follows: for spectral synthesis using bases with low spectral resolution, the results are more linked to the library of models used rather than than to the object properties themselves. While BC03 models display a trend toward higher contributions of young populations, M05 usually finds more contributions from intermediate age populations whereas C09 tend to find higher contributions from old stellar populations. On all the cases, the values of Adev are compatible, meaning that none of these bases offer a more reliable result. When using bases with high spectral resolution, MG15 and MIUSCAT produced more consistent results if compared to low spectral resolution libraries. Out of the 7 galaxies, the two libraries fitted consistent results for six of them. The optical synthesis for the elliptical galaxies revealed a dominance of old stellar populations. The only exception was M05 library, which still found a high fraction of intermediate age populations. This may indicate that the TP-AGB treatment plays an important role, even in the optical region.
When comparing optical and NIR results, we found that NIR fits using low spectral resolution libraries tend to overestimate the amount of young SSPs and the reddening. The only exception were the M05 models, wich produced self consistent fits, but predicted sizable ammounts of intermediate age stars for the galaxies. For libraries with high spectral resolution, since they do not include young SSPs, this scenario cannot be fully tested. However, the reddening found was compatible with literature. Also, high spectral resolution libraries produced results much more consistent if compared to models with low spectral resolution.
We tabulated the equivalent widths (W λ ) of the NIR absorption features and the optical emission line fluxes to be used in future studies. Lastly, from the emission line ratios, we classified, for the first time in the literature, NGC 6081 and NGC 6338 as LINERs. NGC 4636 is a giant elliptical galaxy with LINER emission. Is one of the nearest and more X-ray luminous ellipticals, with L X 2x10 4 1 ergs/s (Jones et al. 2002) . It is surrounded by an extended corona of hot gas (Forman et al. 1985) , and has an asymmetric gas distribution, probably the result of irregular flows (Stanger & Warwick 1986 ).
A2 NGC 5905
This galaxy is one of a few that did not have a previously evidence of an AGN but that had X-ray eruptions observed, what happened in 1991 and 1992 with Chandra telescope. Later, X-ray flux started to decrease in a rate consistent with the expected for a Tidal Disruption Event (TDE). Recent observations showed that the infrared flux is dominated by star formation, what suggests that the radio emission is caused by circumnuclear star formation. Besides, no radio emission consistent with the TDE event was detected (Raichur et al. 2015) . Among the galaxies of our sample, it is the only that has clearly visible NIR emission lines an the only non-ETG.
A3 NGC 5966
NGC 5966 is an elliptical galaxy with a faint bar-like feature centered at the nucleus. Stars and gas are decoupled, with the gas showing an elongated emission feature, in such a way that an ionization cone or a decoupled rotational disk are two possible interpretations (Kehrig et al. 2012 ). According to these authors, the diagnostic diagrams indicate the presence of a LINER nucleus and a LINER-like gas emission extending ∼5 kpc outward from the nucleus, also LINER-like. The presence of a nuclear ionizing source seems to be required to shape the elongated gas emission feature in the ionization cone" scenario, although ionization by pAGB stars cannot be ruled out. On the other hand, Gomes et al. (2016) classified this object as type i ETG, also reporting that the absence of ongoing star formation throughout the galaxy lends support to the idea that its gas outflow is powered by an AGN hosted in its LINER nucleus. According to Gomes et al. (2016) , a Type i ETG is a system with a nearly constant EW(Hα) in their extranuclear component, compatible with the hypothesis of photoionization by pAGB as the main driver of extended warm interstellar medium (WIM) emission.
A4 NGC 6081
It is a galaxy with radio emission (Dressel & Condon 1978) . Also, Gomes et al. (2016) classified it as a type i ETG, reporting that sources other than pAGB stars dominate in less 
A5 NGC 6146
NGC 6146 is an elliptical galaxy with a radio jet (Wrobel 1984) . Caccianiga et al. (2002) reported the detection of CaII H and K, G, Mg Ib and Na Id absorption bands and a weak Hα emission line. Gomes et al. (2016) classified this galaxy as type i ETG, also reporting that the absence of star formation and the suggestion of an outflow are compatible with the idea of a low luminosity AGN powering the nucleus. Its APO spectra shows a stellar continuum dominated source with strong CO bands and absence of emission lines.
A6 NGC 6338
This galaxy is the brightest on Draco constellation. It posesses diffuse and ionized gas and dust filaments on kiloparsec scales (Martel et al. 2004 ). X-ray observations indicate two or possibly three emission cavities of ellipsoidal shape with lower X-ray surface flux. They also found cold filamentary structures matching the Hα emission and with high extinction regions seen on the optical extinction maps. This indicates a cooling mechanism generated by dust (Pandge et al. 2012 ). On the same work, they reported that a harder ionizing source is required to maintain such a high degree of ionization and that most of the jet power is mechanical. Gomes et al. (2016) , using CALIFA datacubes, classified this object as type ii ETG.
A7 UGC 08234
This galaxy is part of a galaxy group and posesses a spiral companion, UGC 08237 (Nilson 1973). Gomes et al. (2016) classified this object as type ii ETG. There are no X-ray or radio properties reported in the literature. Its APO spectrum is dominated by stellar population, characterized by intense absorption bands and absence of emission lines.
APPENDIX B: EMISSION LINE FLUXES
In the optical region, according to Baldwin et al. (1981, BPT) , the line ratios [O iii]λ5007Å/Hβ and [N ii]λ6583Å/Hα can be used to classify the excitation mechanism that powers the optical lines based on the position of the points in the diagram. After running the stellar population synthesis for the SDSS spectra, we subtracted the stellar component and measured the emission line fluxes by fitting gaussians to the emission lines. Although there are still controversies on individual objects (e.g. Martins et al. 2012 , who found a galaxy with no signs of activity but whose line ratios put it as a Seyfert galaxy), these diagrams can be used with great confidence to study the nature of the central source that powers the observed emission lines.
The emission line fluxes measured in the galaxy sample are listed in Table B2 and their ratios are plotted in Figure B1 . From the locus of points occupied by our targets, we confirm the LINER nature of the galaxies. Only NGC 4636 and NGC 5966 had already been previously classified as LINER (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006; Kehrig et al. 2012) . The results obtained allow us to state that our sample is composed of 5 ETGs with LINER emission, 1 spiral galaxy and 1 ETG with no data about its emission lines.
